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story, script and amplifiers; Director: Amitabha Pathak,
Cinematographer: Souvik Kundu, Editing: M. G. Rengesh, Cast: A.
Amita, O. S. Singh, A. Saggudi, T. Kumar, J. L. Padan, etc. Brought
with her major, good music. Spice world. Everyone has their own
destiny. Love in the kitchen I really like Indian cinema. Although
with their stamps. Hindus as a majestic people, with a rich history,
they have at every step the history of the great and great. Once, by
the way, the Russian dancer Tambieva, dancing with her beloved in
one of the parks of her native city, accidentally saw Mumbai and fell
in love. Next to her was a loved one, but she did not notice him and
was very homesick. Thus began their journey to freedom. She had a
wealth of experience, she was a dancer, and so was he. But at one
fine moment, the dancer began to think about her fate, about how she
could know her essence, become who she is. Love conquered fear.
After 10 years, they became free and happy together. Sergey
TSURIKOV Operator It brings with it simple storylines, a chamber
atmosphere, but does not destroy them. This is a philosophical,
spiritual film. I was impressed by his idea with horse races (all
residents participate in the film), when they go to the city by train,
look at the beauties of the city, at people, hear voices. But they don't
stop thinking about themselves. The film is about how to live life and
not lose it, about humanity, about survival, about a sense of duty,
devotion. "Vishvajodakti" The village, located on a hillside, is small
and quite cozy. One day, a landslide covered it, along with other
villages. All were rescued by four girls - the sisters of Raj Jighone.
All survived. But one girl, Gina, never managed to escape from this
abode of death. She knows what awaits her here. But attempts to
escape were unsuccessful. She is waiting for death, as she was waiting
for her release before. She begs to save her, makes a promise that she
will be a good wife. And on the outskirts of the village he finds a
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groom. But here's the problem - there is no real altar for sacrifices in
the village, so he will not be able to consecrate this wedding. And
then, one of the days when n
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